
Hello to all our residents & their families, 
 
We have received the results of the recent Resident and Family/Carer Satisfaction 
Survey. Thank you for participation. Please be assured all areas of low satisfaction are 
being reviewed and an action plan will be developed to address these issues. A copy of 
the graphed results and the corresponding Action Plan will be displayed on the 
Noticeboard in the front foyer for your interest. 
 
Kind Regards, 

Sue Haley - Care Manager 

FEBRUARY 2021 
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Dear Residents and Families,  
 
As January comes to an end and we prepare to welcome February, it is heartening to hear 
that NSW has achieved 14 days without a community case of COVID-19. While we cannot 
become complacent, hopefully this news will herald some further easing of the visiting 
restrictions soon. 
 
Just a reminder that the current Government directive for visiting includes: 
 

• Visitors who have been to an area of increased testing/’hotspot’ in the last 14 days are 
unable to enter Kennett. As these areas are continually changing, please call ahead 
during Reception hours if you are unsure. You also cannot visit is you are unwell in any 
way, are awaiting a COVID swab, have had contact with someone awaiting a swab or self
-isolating. 

• There is a maximum of 2 visitors per day. 

• All visitors must undergo screening, scan the QR code and wear a face mask while 
visiting. 

From the Care Manager’s Desk 

• Visits can be held in Resident 
bedrooms or outdoor areas where 
1.5m distance is maintained from other 
residents. I know some of you do not 
like to be confined to your bedroom 
during visits and in the case of 
inclement weather, the outdoor areas 
are not always an option. In this case, 
you can utilize the communal lounge 
or recreation rooms if no other 
residents are present. 

• Residents can go on outings with 
friends and family. This includes drives 
and visits to cafes and restaurants. 
1.5m social distancing must be 
maintained from members of the public 
when out. Masks only need to be worn 
as per the current Government 
guidelines for the community. If 
Residents are gathering in private 
homes, please ensure the group limits 
set by the Government are maintained. 

• Residents cannot visit any of the areas 
of increased testing/’hotspot’ areas or 
have contact with anybody from these 
areas while on outings. Additionally, 
Residents cannot visit people who are 
awaiting a COVID swab result, are self
-isolating, or unwell in any way. 
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We have had some staff changes at Kennett at the end of January. Luke (RAO) and Jared 
(Maintenance) have left. We wish them both all the best for their future endeavors. We are 
currently actively recruiting for a new Activities Officer and a Maintenance Officer. We hope to 
have these new staff members on board with us by mid-February.  
 
Additionally, our Regional Manager, Mr. Tim Thorndyke has accepted a position as 
Operations Manager in UPA head office. The CEO is currently recruiting for his replacement 
and will advise us as soon as the new Regional Manager is appointed. 
 
We have had some suggestions for new activities from Residents and are currently working to 
trial these in the upcoming calendar. For one of the activities, we are looking to obtain some 
golf clubs. If anybody has some at home that they are no longer using and would like to 
donate, these would be much appreciated. We are also planning to recommence bus outings 
again as soon as we can secure a date so watch this space! 
 
In January we held a mini food forum with Chef Duncan so he could get feedback and 
suggestions from Residents about the menu since he started late last year. Since then, 
several menu changes have been made to better suit the tastes of Residents and positive 
feedback has been received. Duncan is 
also trying to connect with as many 
Residents as possible each day to 
gather further feedback on the food and 
help meet individual preferences. 
 
Please remember to speak to the RN on 
duty or myself if you have any 
questions, concerns or complaints at 
any time. 
 
 
Kind Regards, 
Rebekah 
Care Manager 

From the Care Manager’s Desk 
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Waitangi Day is the New Zealand national day celebrated each year on February 6.  

 

Unlike Australia, whose national day marks the settlement at Sydney Cove by 

Europeans, New Zealand’s national day commemorates the signing of the Treaty of 

Waitangi on February 6, 1840.  

 

Waitangi Day thus marks the coming together in friendship of the Maori people and 

the white European settlers although it hasn’t been an easy road from there.  

 
New Zealand's nationhood 

Under the terms of the Waitangi Treaty, the Maori people agreed to accept British 

sovereignty. They in turn were granted citizenship and land rights.  

 

The treaty, however, has never been officially ratified by the New Zealand Parliament 

(although it did pass a Treaty of Waitangi Act in 1975 which sought to honor the terms 

of the agreement) and has been a source of dissension and discord, particularly in 

relation to land rights.  

 

But it is an historic document nonetheless in seeking to clarify the rights of the Maori 

people and the European settlers and it lit the way to New Zealand nationhood, 

which Waitangi Day celebrates.  
 

Waitangi, Birthplace of a Nation 

Waitangi, New Zealand, is the birthplace of the nation. It is on the Bay of Islands 

within four hours’ drive north of Auckland. It is a national reserve adjoining the town 

of Paihia and evokes the very essence and history of New Zealand’s beginnings.  

 

The Treaty House, built for British Resident James Busby who was sent to New Zealand 

from Australia, still stands as a memorial and monument to the historic event of 1840.  

 

This is where the Treaty of Waitangi was signed between the British government and 

Maori tribal leaders.  

 
Meeting place and war canoe 

Close to the Treaty House is the Maori Whare Runanga (Meeting Place) which was 

completed in 1940 and is a finely detailed construction with carvings representing 

the major Maori tribes.  

 

Down by the water is the largest war canoe in the world, the Ngatokimatawhaorua, 

which is named after the great canoe of Kupe, traditional Polynesian ancestor of the 

Maori people.  

 

The Waitangi reserve is a must destination for those visiting the Bay of Islands.  

 
http://goaustralia.about.com/od/discovernewzealand/ 

 

 Waitangi Day 
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History of St Valentine’s Day 

Every February, across the country, candy, flowers, and gifts are exchanged 
between loved ones, all in the name of St. Valentine. But who is this mysterious 
saint and why do we celebrate this holiday? The history of Valentine's Day -- and 
its patron saint -- is shrouded in mystery. St. Valentine's Day, as we know it 
today, contains vestiges of both Christian and ancient Roman tradition. So, who 
was Saint Valentine and how did he become associated with this ancient rite? 
Today, the Catholic Church recognizes at least three different saints named 
Valentine or Valentinus, all of whom were martyred. 
 
One legend contends that Valentine was a priest who served during the third 
century in Rome. When Emperor Claudius II decided that single men made 
better soldiers than those with wives and families, he outlawed marriage for 
young men -- his crop of potential soldiers. Valentine, realizing the injustice of 
the decree, defied Claudius and continued to perform marriages for young 
lovers in secret. When Valentine's actions were discovered, Claudius ordered 
that he be put to death. 
 
Other stories suggest that Valentine may have been killed for attempting to help 
Christians escape harsh Roman prisons where they were often beaten and 
tortured. 
 
According to one legend, Valentine actually sent the first 'valentine' greeting 
himself. While in prison, it is believed that Valentine fell in love with a young girl -
- who may have been his jailor's daughter -- who visited him during his 
confinement. Before his death, it is alleged that he wrote her a letter, which he 
signed 'From your Valentine,' an expression that is still in use today. Although 
the truth behind the Valentine legends is murky, the stories certainly emphasize 
his appeal as a sympathetic, heroic, and, most importantly, romantic figure. It's 
no surprise that by the Middle Ages, Valentine was one of the most popular 
saints in England and France. 
 
While some believe that Valentine's Day is celebrated in the middle of February 
to commemorate the anniversary of Valentine's death or burial -- which probably 
occurred around 270 A.D -- others claim that the Christian church may have 
decided to celebrate Valentine's feast day in the middle of February in an effort 
to 'christianize' celebrations of the pagan Lupercalia festival. In ancient Rome, 
February was the official beginning of spring and was considered a time for 
purification. Houses were ritually cleansed by sweeping them out and then 
sprinkling salt and a type of wheat called spelt throughout their interiors. 
Lupercalia, which began at the ides of February, February 15, was a fertility 
festival dedicated to Faunus, the Roman god of agriculture, as well as to the 
Roman founders Romulus and Remus. 
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To begin the festival, members of the Luperci, an order of Roman priests, would 
gather at the sacred cave where the infants Romulus and Remus, the founders 
of Rome, were believed to have been cared for by a she-wolf or lupa. The 
priests would then sacrifice a goat, for fertility, and a dog, for purification. The 
boys then sliced the goat's hide into strips, dipped them in the sacrificial blood 
and took to the streets, gently slapping both women and fields of crops with the 
goathide strips. Far from being fearful, Roman women welcomed being touched 
with the hides because it was believed the strips would make them more fertile 
in the coming year. Later in the day, according to legend, all the young women 
in the city would place their names in a big urn. The city's bachelors would then 
each choose a name out of the urn and become paired for the year with his 
chosen woman. These matches often ended in marriage.  
 
Pope Gelasius declared February 14 St. Valentine's Day around 498 A.D. The 
Roman 'lottery' system for romantic pairing was deemed un-Christian and 
outlawed. Later, during the Middle Ages, it was commonly believed in France 
and England that February 14 was the beginning of birds' mating season, which 
added to the idea that the middle of February -- Valentine's Day -- should be a 
day for romance.  
 
In Great Britain, Valentine's Day began to be popularly celebrated around the 
seventeenth century. By the middle of the eighteenth century, it was common for 
friends and lovers in all social classes to exchange small tokens of affection or 
handwritten notes. By the end of the century, printed cards began to replace 
written letters due to improvements in printing technology. Ready-made cards 
were an easy way for people to express their emotions in a time when direct 
expression of one's feelings was discouraged. Cheaper postage rates also 
contributed to an increase in the popularity of sending Valentine's Day 
greetings. Exchanging of hand-made valentines began in the early 1700s.  
 
Valentine greetings were popular as far 
back as the Middle Ages (written 
Valentine's didn't begin to appear until after 
1400), and the oldest known Valentine 
card is on display at the British Museum. 
The first commercial Valentine's Day 
greeting cards produced in the U.S. were 
created in the 1840s by Esther A. Howland 
who made elaborate creations with real 
lace, ribbons and colourful pictures known 
as "scrap". 

 
 

 History of St Valentine’s Day 
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Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward 

One of Hollywood’s most enduring marriages begins on 
January 29, 1958, when Paul Newman weds Joanne 
Woodward in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
 
The two actors first met in the early 1950s while working in 
New York City on a Broadway production of the romantic 
drama Picnic. Newman had a supporting role and filled in for 
the show’s star, while Woodward was the understudy to the 
play’s female leads. They were both members of Lee 
Strasberg’s prestigious Actors Studio, alongside Marlon 
Brando, James Dean and Rod Steiger. After the play’s 
success, Newman and Woodward both headed to 
Hollywood, where he signed a contract with Warner Brothers 
and she began working with 20th Century Fox. Though 
Newman’s first film, The Silver Chalice(1954), was a bomb, 
he followed it up with an acclaimed turn as the boxer Rocky 
Graziano in Somebody Up There Likes Me (1956). 
Woodward had even more early success, starring as a woman with multiple personality 
disorder in The Three Faces of Eve (1957). The role won her an Oscar for Best Actress. 
 
In 1957, Newman was cast opposite Woodward and Orson Welles in The Long, Hot 
Summer (1958), a film set in a small, sweltering Mississippi town and based on 
short stories by William Faulkner. By the time filming ended, Newman and 
Woodward were discreetly living together. After Newman ’s divorce from his first wife 
was finalized, the couple headed to Las Vegas, where they were married in January 
1958. After the ceremony, the couple honeymooned at London ’s Connaught Hotel. 
 
Over the course of the next two decades, Newman starred in a series of critically 
acclaimed, commercially successful movies, most notably The Hustler (1960), Hud 
(1962), Cool Hand Luke (1967) and two blockbuster pairings with Robert Redford: 
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969) and The Sting (1973). He and 
Woodward starred together in a number of films, including From the Terrace (1960), 
Paris Blues (1961) and A New Kind of Love (1963), none of which matched the 
success of The Long, Hot Summer. In 1968, Newman made his directorial debut 
with the film Rachel, Rachel. As the title character, Woodward garnered an Oscar 
nomination for Best Actress, one of four total nominations that the film received.  
 
Upon the film ’s release, Newman remarked in the press that Woodward had “given 
up her career” for him, and that ’s why he directed the movie “for her.” By that time, 
Woodward and Newman had three daughters and were living in Connecticut, far 
from the glare of the Hollywood spotlight. In addition to the diverse worlds of film 
and auto-racing (which Newman got involved with after starring in the 1969 film 
Winning), the couple was also active in liberal politics, lobbying for various causes 
and speaking publicly on behalf of Democratic candidates. Newman was later 
appointed by President Jimmy Carter to serve on a United Nations Conference on 
Nuclear Disarmament. 

https://www.history.com/topics/las-vegas
https://www.history.com/topics/us-states/nevada
https://www.history.com/topics/us-states/mississippi
https://www.history.com/topics/us-states/connecticut
https://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/jimmy-carter
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Throughout, the couple diligently 
defended the solidity of their 
marriage against press 
speculation, posing together for 
a LIFE magazine spread in 1968 
and placing a full-page ad in the 
Los Angeles Times the following 
year proclaiming that they were 
still happily together. The 
marriage weathered some hard 
times–they later admitted that 
their work together on The Effect 
of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the 
Moon Marigolds (1972), in which 
Newman again directed his wife, caused strain in the marriage–and sustained them 
through tragedy, as Newman ’s son Scott died from a drug overdose in 1978.  
 
In 1987, Newman once again directed his wife in the well -reviewed film The Glass 
Menagerie. That same year, he won his first Oscar, for Best Actor, after he reprised 
his Hustler role as Fast Eddie Felson in the Martin Scorsese -directed sequel, The 
Color of Money. In 1990, Newman and Woodward starred together for the 10th time, 
in Mr. and Mrs. Bridge; they also both appeared in the HBO movie Empire Falls 
(2005), but had no scenes together. By that time, Newman had turned another of 
his “hobbies”–a small salad-dressing company he started in 1982–into a retail 
empire, Newman ’s Own, which would eventually generate more than $220 million in 
charitable donations and expand to include popcorn, pasta sauces, salsas and fruit 
drinks. 
 
Newman and Woodward celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in January 
2008. Later that year, Newman was set to direct a stage production of John 
Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men at the Westport Country Playhouse in Westport, 
Connecticut, where Woodward is the artistic director. He withdrew from the 
production in June, citing health reasons, and it was later reported that he had been 
diagnosed with lung cancer. Newman died on September 26, 2008, at the age of 83.  
 
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/paul-newman-and-joanne-woodward-marry 
 

 Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward 
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Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy 
A love relationship as complicated as it was devoted, 
the bond between screen greats Katharine 
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy stretched across three 
decades and nine films including Woman of the 
Year and Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner. But their 
offscreen union would remain publicly unacknowledged 
throughout Tracy’s life as the couple maintained 
separate residences and never wed. 
 
“It was a unique feeling I had for [Tracy],” Hepburn 
wrote in her autobiography Me: Stories of My Life. “I 
loved [him]. … I would have done anything for 
him.” Lauren Bacall, who with her husband Humphrey 
Bogart were close friends with the couple, once wrote 
Hepburn was “blindingly” in love with Tracy. 
 
Hepburn was the daughter of a respected Hartford, 
Connecticut surgeon and suffragist mother. Planting the 
seeds of independent intelligence that would flourish 
throughout Hepburn’s life, both of her parents 
encouraged and expected their daughter to excel in 
academics, athletics, and any arena she chose. As a 
young girl, Katharine cut her hair short and called 
herself “Jimmy.” She ran, swam, bicycled, and played 
tennis and golf, the latter so well that she won tournaments while in high school. She loved 
going to movies and staged performances for her family and friends. 
 
Hepburn’s early teens were marked by tragedy: at 13, Katharine discovered her brother’s 
death by suicide. In their typical upper-class fashion, her parents urged her to get over it and 
move on, but Katharine had a hard time returning to “regular” life. Eventually, at her mother’s 
urging, she attended Bryn Mawr College. There she found solace in acting while getting into 
the kind of trouble you’d expect from someone with a fierce sense of her own destiny. She 
once got suspended for smoking in her room. 
 
Tracy was born into a devout Catholic family in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, his father a truck 
salesman. A mercurial child with little interest in formal education, he found escape in the 
form of motion pictures. 
 
They first met on the set of the comedy-drama Woman of the Year (1942), playing two 
journalists who fall in love and try to balance their personal lives with their commitment to their 
careers. Tracy was 41-years-old, Hepburn was 34 and said of the meeting she “knew right 
away that [she] found him irresistible.” 
 
Onscreen their chemistry was undeniable, and audiences flocked to their films to witness the 
staccato, quick-witted bantering and long, meaningful looks that spoke more than any lines of 
dialogue could represent. Such ease together in front of the camera often had fans assuming 
Hepburn and Tracy were simply playing themselves. Their chemistry would be captured in 
eight more films including Keeper of the Flame (1942), Adam’s Rib (1949), Pat and 
Mike (1952), Desk Set (1957) and their final appearance together in Guess Who’s Coming to 
Dinner (1967). 
 
 

https://www.biography.com/actor/katharine-hepburn
https://www.biography.com/actor/lauren-bacall
https://www.biography.com/actor/humphrey-bogart
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Performer Gene Kelly once recalled Hepburn and Tracy getting together at lunchtimes at the 
studio, where “they’d just meet and sit on a bench on the lot. They’d hold hands and talk – 
and everybody left them alone in their little private world.” 
 
Though an open secret in and around Hollywood, the relationship was kept under wraps by 
the studio system. Hepburn had been married previously to Pennsylvania businessman 
Ludlow Ogden Smith but had divorced in 1934. Interestingly, the two remained friends until 
his death in 1979. Tracy married actress Louise Treadwell in 1923 and the union produced 
two children, a son John (b. 1924), and a daughter Susie (b. 1932). John was diagnosed deaf 
as an infant and Tracy felt profound guilt over his son’s hearing impairment, believing it was a 
punishment for his own sins and began distancing himself from his family. 
 
A strict Catholic, divorce was not and would never be an option for Tracy, who remained 
married to his wife throughout his life. An early separation would end in reconciliation, but 
Tracy would continue to live much of his life in hotels and rented residences away from his 
wife and family. 
 
Tracy would never publicly acknowledge or articulate his feelings for Hepburn, a position that 
would only fuel the myths that would flourish around their relationship. They were rarely seen 
in public together, their separate homes helping to ensure Tracy’s wife would be protected, 
along with the interests of gossip-adverse studio heads fearful of audience backlash over the 
apparent infidelity that was in breach of the morality clauses big stars of the era were forced 
to sign. 
 
Alongside attempts at keeping his relationship with Hepburn out of the media, Tracy was also 
battling inner demons. Burdened by Catholic guilt over his family circumstances, he suffered 
regular bouts of anxiety, depression and insomnia, and tried to overcome alcoholism 
throughout much of his adult life. 
 
Hepburn, who once described Tracy as “tortured,” said that all she wanted was for him “to be 
happy, safe, comfortable. I liked to wait on him, listen to him, feed him, work for him. I tried 
not to disturb him… I was happy to do this.” 
 
Though devoted to Tracy, Hepburn continued to act, choosing roles that interested her more 
than fare guaranteed to be box office hits. Often away on location, she helped encourage the 

idea that they were not a 
couple and lived completely 
separate lives.  
 
 “I loved Spencer Tracy,” 
Hepburn wrote in her 1991 
autobiography. “I would 
have done anything for 
him.” 
 
 

 Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy 
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From the outside, theirs was a curious relationship: Sure, he was Hollywood handsome, but 
he was also a drunk and depressive. Usually so strong-willed and self-involved, Hepburn 
would become almost submissive around him, tending to his needs and obeying his wishes. A 
guilt-ridden Catholic, he would never divorce his wife and abandon his family. When he 
became ill with heart disease in his last years, Hepburn even moved in with him to care for 
him. After his death on 10 June 1967, she didn’t attend his funeral and never publicly 
acknowledged their relationship until the death of his wife, in 1983. 
 
In their last movie together, Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, they played parents dealing with 
their child’s interracial romance—a radical concept at the time. In obvious ill health, Tracy was 
battling heart disease, and the stress of performing while caring for his health put stress on 
them both. He died 17 days after filming his last scene, on June 10, 1967. When Hepburn won 
her second Academy Award for the role, she said it felt like it was a tribute to them both. 
 
Hepburn was once asked why she stayed with Tracy for so long under the circumstances. “I 
honestly don’t know,” she replied. “I can only say that I could never have left him. [We] just 
passed 27 years together in what was to me absolute bliss.” 
 
Hepburn continued to act and her defining characteristics came into sharp focus as she grew 
older. Her role as undaunted Ethel Thayer opposite Henry Ford, 74, in On Golden Pond 
garnered her a record fourth Academy Award. 
 
Some called it a sentimental win, as much a symbol of her longevity in the business as an 
award for a stellar performance. A sweet and poignant movie, it’s easy to imagine that this is 
how she would’ve preferred to live out her last years with Tracy. 
 
Hepburn died June 29, 2003, aged 96 years old. 

Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy 
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Chinese New Year will begin on 12 February 2021and  will be the Year of the Ox – the first 
one since 2009. 
 
Chinese New Year has evolved over a long period of time and its customs have 
undergone a long development process. 
 
The history of Chinese New Year can be traced back almost 3500 years ago to the Shang 
Dynasty, when people would make winter sacrifices to their gods and ancestors. By 1256 
BC, the pagan/ancestor worship had become social practice and the official calendar 
‘year’ established. The Han Dynasty eventually fixed the date of Chinese New Year and 
celebration activities became popular. 
 
Over the years, Chinese New Year changed from being a religious festival to more of a 
secular celebration and more entertaining and social. In current times, many of its 
traditions have taken on a more modern approach, from TV galas to exchanging digital 
red envelopes. 
 
Of course, the myth is nearly always more interesting than the truth. One of the most 
popular myths of Chinese New Year first appeared in the Zhou Dynasty and is about the 
mythical beast Nian, who ate livestock, crops and even people on the eve of a new year. 
To protect against Nian, people would put food out at their doors. One year, a wise man 
discovered that Nian was afraid of loud noises and the colour red. Therefore, people 
began to put red lanterns and red scrolls on their windows and doors to stop Nian from 
coming inside. Crackling bamboo (and later on, firecrackers, which are used today) was lit 
to scare Nian away. 
 
It is now common practice to stay up till midnight on New Year ’s Eve, enjoying food, 
dancing and fireworks to symbolise scaring away bad spirits. 
 
Chinese people love to decorate their homes, schools and workplaces with lucky red 
items on New Year’s Eve. Like in the famous legend, the colour red is thought to ward off 
bad spirits and welcome in good fortune. 
 
Common New Year’s decorations include red Chinese lanterns, which are often hung in 
the streets in the weeks leading up to New Year. Red couplets are pasted on doors, while 
banks and official buildings are decorated with red New Year pictures depicting symbols 
of prosperity. As 2020 is the Year of the Rat, paintings and symbols related to rats will 
also commonly be seen. 
 
Chinese New Year’s Eve is a very important time for families to be together and celebrate. 
Many people travel long distances to be at home with their families or their partner ’s 
families. Everybody shares a huge dinner 
together – known as ‘reunion dinner’ – and 
watches the Spring Festival Gala, one of the 
most watched TV shows in China. 
 
People often stay up until midnight to welcome 
the new year in. This will usually involve 
watching fireworks (either at home or a public 
display) and setting off firecrackers during the 
first minute of new year. 
 
 

Chinese New Year 

FEBRUARY 2021 
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January brought classic beach weather and classic beach goers on the weekends. 

Grandchildren visited before school started again. COVID-19 celebrated its birthday by 
disrupting our normal party. But a multipurpose Happy Hour/Birthdays Party/Australia Day 
BBQ in the evening on January 26 was enjoyed by the lucky 30 allowed. Thanks everyone 
for the delicious salads and desserts and to Chris and the others who set it up. 

  

Hillcrest Retirement Village 

Hillcrest Village News 
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More Living off the Land 

Carmen Ky has provided some photos 
of food plants in her garden: 

Some of my fruit trees: 
 Avocado 

 Papaya 

 Tahitian lime 

 Fig 

 Warm climate pear 
 Lemon 

 Nectarine 

 blueberries 
 

So far, the lime, fig, and blueberries 
have fruited. 

 

Hillcrest Retirement Village 

FEBRUARY 2021 

Junko, Jim, and Shirley were our February babies. 
The strawberry cake was sponsored by Meg and 
Graham, and baked by Daphne. 
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This is the Coffee Tree that David Grew 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nature Corner 

Hillcrest Retirement Village 

 

And this is Sue drinking the coffee. 

  

  

(with apologies to This is the House that 
Jack Built by Randolph Caldicott) 

 

This is the coffee tree that 
David grew. 

These are the beans that 
came from the tree that David 
grew. 

These are the beans that 
Violetta shelled, that came 
from the tree that David grew. 

   
These are the cockies that 
tried to steal the beans that 
had been shelled and set out 
to dry, that came from the 
tree that David grew. 

These are the beans that 
Cora roasted, that the cockies 
tried to steal, that Violetta 
peeled, that came from the 
tree that David grew. 

This is the grinder that Meg 
lent, that ground the beans 
that Cora roasted, that the 
cockies tried to steal, that 
Violetta peeled, that came 
from the tree that David grew. 

 
 

  

 

    

Macadamia Turmeric Ginger and Garlic Ponytail flowering 
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Nature Corner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sandra Dawson’s Story 

I was born in Helensburgh at Sister Beaumonts’ (behind the pub) to Mavis & Joe Boyle.  My 
sister Colleen was born 14 months later. Dad worked in Helensburgh in Waltons furniture 
store (in front of the pub, now a coffee shop) and then Mum & Dad bought a milk bar with 
juke box and booth seats (where the pizza shop is now).  Their busiest time of the week was 
when everyone came across the street from the movie theatre at interval for lollies & drinks.  
All the family pitched in to help serve the crowds, especially when you were selling 
chocolate bullets for 10 a penny. 

 

We had a hut at Bulgo beach (one around north from Stanwell Park) for many happy years 
where we spent all our school holidays.  We swam and fished until it got to the stage we 
were saying to Mum as she was dishing up dinner “Oh no, not lobster again”.  How silly 
does that sound now?  
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Thirsty magpie and 
lorikeet at peace 
(Carmen) 

Curious magpie 
(Carmen) 

Lewin’s Honeyeater (Kerry) 

 

  

St. Andrew’s Cross 
spider (Kerry) 

Fungi (Kerry)  Eastern spinebill refuelling 
(Kerry) 
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My Kinder at school was in a back room attached to the old Catholic church with Kinder to 6 
in one room (one row for each class). Then in first class we moved to the new beaut school 
with 2 rooms.  We had K, 1, 2, 3 in one room and 4, 5, 6 in another. This was the same 
school that is still Holy Cross Helensburgh.  I went on to Mary Immaculate at Sutherland, and  
then on to a business college in Hurstville. 

After college I was working in an office at Wynyard but could not settle. I wanted to join the 
Navy but Mum said she would prefer me to be a little older.  So I went to New Zealand for 6 
weeks (ended staying for 2 years) doing all sorts of work i.e. in a  licorice factory, waitress, 
shop assistant, biscuit  factory (the only job I was ever asked to leave, because I could not 
tell the difference between  frogs and elephants, but that is another story).  One of my 
favourite jobs in NZ was as an usherette. That was the time you had to put every person in 
their seat with a torch and everyone smoked in the theatre. Sometimes you could not even 
see the screen because of the smoke.   

After coming home, I started working as a secretary over on the North Shore.  Then I got the 
travel bug once again.  Pam (who I travelled around NZ with) and I started our around-
Australia trip. We drove across the Nullabor when part of it was still dirt road. We worked in 
Perth, in Corrigan, in Darwin, then on to Magnetic Island where we worked for 6 months.  
The last job we had was in Cairns where we got jobs on a prawn mother ship, operating in 
the Gulf of Carpentaria. There were huge freezers in the hull, and after catching prawns the 
trawlers gave them to our ship and we were supposed to peel them and freeze them ready to 
export.  But because there were no rains that season and no prawns washed down the rivers 
we had to eat the 2000 lbs of tiger prawns (already caught) for breakfast lunch & dinner as 
we had to save on food bills!  Then home again. 

Finally, I joined the Navy and really loved it.  I was in Communications, sending and receiving 
signals from/to ships at sea.  

While in Canberra, I met my husband and had our daughter 
Johanne. I then worked for the Attorney General’s Dept.  After 
we both left the Navy we came back to Helensburgh, where 
our son Scott was born.  When Scott started kinder at Holy 
Cross I was asked to work as a Teacher’s Aid for 1 day a 
week.  I met some very special lifelong friends there and 
finished up working there full time for 26 years.  I loved 
working with the staff and children. 

When I retired, with my cousin Marion I went to Dubai, and 
Budapest, then sailed to Amsterdam and on to Paris.  I now 

have 2 handsome grandsons and 1 beautiful granddaughter.  My daughter & her family moved 
to Singapore for 6 years and I was able to visit her there about twice a year. 

After retiring, my lovely sister Coleen and I went on holidays each year.  We went to New 
Zealand, Tassy, Noosa, Cairns, Perth and Norfolk Island.  

Personally, I think that the only good thing to come out of COVID-19 is that many Australians 
will see more of our beautiful country instead of heading overseas for holidays. 

I have been living at Hillcrest Village for 3 years now and have enjoyed making friends and 
could not think of a better place to live the rest of my life. But I must admit I do miss the 
travelling.   

The end -  well, hopefully not just yet. 

Hillcrest Retirement Village 
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Stanwell Park in Art 

Spotted at the recently opened Chau Chak Wing Museum at Sydney University. 

 

Around the Garden 

With enough rain and sunlight and warmth, things are growing well. With our regular gardener 
ill (best wishes Anthony if you read this) some residents have been helping keep things going. 
Maureen and Chris were spotted moving wood chips around in a car boot to spread. 
Carol did a lot of fig raking. The bats came and then moved on. 

 
Spotted by 
Sue Sarlos 
behind the 
clothes line, 
this is a bank 
of warrigal 
greens 
(Tetragonia 
tetragonoides), 
a native plant 
sometimes 

also called New Zealand Spinach. According to Wikipedia, it was not widely used by 
indigenous people but James Cook had it boiled and pickled to protect the crew of the 
Endeavour from scurvy, and early settlers cultivated it. It is recommended to scald it first to 
destroy the bitter (and poisonous) oxalic acid it contains. Then treat it like spinach. Sue just 
stir-fried some and Peter thought it was almost as good as spinach. 
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This beautiful moth was spotted recently at Hillcrest Village, resting on the wall of a garbage 
enclosure.  This photograph is approximately life-size. Its wings are like velvet. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An internet search suggested that it was an Opodiphthera helena, or Helena gum moth. As 
the common name implies, the caterpillars feed on eucalypts. The identification was confirmed 
by our local entomological expert, Graham Thwaite. He also pointed me in the direction of a 
beautiful illustration of the moth done by Helena Scott, who, along with her sister Harriet, 
studied and illustrated butterflies and moths of the Sydney region in the Colonial era. Their 
father, Alexander Walter Scott, was an entomologist who encouraged this pursuit. While 
working on illustrations for a book planned by their father, Australian Lepidoptera and their 
Transformations (the first volume of which was published in 1862), they lived on Ash Island in 
the Hawksbury River. This was a good spot from which to venture out into the field to pursue 
their study of living butterflies and moths and to collect specimens for closer study and 
illustration purposes. The name ‘Helena’ is probably in honour of Helena Scott. 

Her sketch (below) carefully depicts the appearance of the moth at various stages of its life 
cycle, including its vibrant colours.  

There is only slight indication of the 
vegetation it feeds on in the caterpillar 
stage. The finished illustration shows the 
appearance of the moth, both male and 
female specimens, and a caterpillar 
voraciously eating an artfully arrayed 
sprig of eucalypt leaves. Along the 
bottom, there is a painting of the pupa 
and various details are magnified and 
carefully delineated. A lovely combination 
of art and science.  

 

Many thanks, Graham! 

 
Kerry Heckenberg 
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https://australian.museum/learn/collections/museum-archives-library/scott-sisters/australian-lepidoptera-and-their-transformations-vol-1/
https://australian.museum/learn/collections/museum-archives-library/scott-sisters/australian-lepidoptera-and-their-transformations-vol-1/
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Thanks to contributors Sue Saffery, Carmen Ky, Cora King, Sue Sarlos, Sandra 

Dawson, Graham Thwaite, and Kerry Heckenberg. Please send more to 

heckenberg@physics.uq.edu.au or put a note in Letterbox 5. 
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Lawrence was born on 29 January 1850 in Greenwich, England. 
 
His father, John and his older brother Ralph came to Australia in 1857. Lawrence came to 
Australia in 1865 at the age of 15 and they lived with their father in “Bay House” at 
Rushcutters Bay. 
 
Lawrence was a keen explorer and travelled to the Gulf of Carpentaria and two expeditions to 
Papua New Guinea. For the rest of his life Lawrence was consulted as an authority on 
conditions in Papua New Guinea by sea captains, geographers and explorers. 
 
In 1872 John Fletcher Hargrave purchased all the land in Stanwell Park, Otford, Clifton and 
Coalcliff. All up @ 1,325 acres. In 1878 he gifted 600 acres to Ralph (all of Stanwell Park) and 
200 acres and another 220 acres to Lawrence (Clifton, Coalcliff). 
 
Lawrence married Margaret Preston Johnston in 1878 and they went on to have five children, 
4 girls and 1 boy. 
 
In 1879 Lawrence was appointed as Extra Observer (Astronomical) at Sydney Observatory 
where he worked for four years. He resigned when he sold his 220 acres to the North Illawarra 
Coal Mining Company for £6,000. He could now be a “Gentleman Inventor”. 
 
In July 1888 Lawrence’s brother Ralph died in Hong Kong and left his entire estate valued at 
£17,000 to Lawrence. This included the 13.5 acre estate which is now known as Hillcrest. 
(Ralph had sold the balance of his 600 acres to the same coal mining company) 
 
From 1888 Lawrence constructed engines powered by petrol and compressed air. In 1889 he 
invented the radial rotary engine, a three cylinder engine where the pistons rotate around the 
shaft. This engine was to become the major aircraft engine type for 50 years. This was one of 
the greatest inventions of Lawrence’s career.   
 
During the depression in the 1890’s, Lawrence and his family moved to Hillcrest in 1893 and 
lived here until 1899. This move allowed Lawrence to focus on his aeronautical ideas, due to 
the dependable winds in the area. Lawrence converted one of the verandah’s to a workshop 
where he built kites and engines and he stored his inventions in the basement. Lawrence 
enjoyed the simple life at Stanwell Park. He enjoyed swimming, bush walks and the quiet and 
isolation of the area as only a handful of families lived in the area at that time. He worked on 
many inventions whilst at Stanwell, but most importantly he designed and built cellular kites 
(box kites).  
 
On 12

th
 November 1894, Lawrence believed that the strong southerly blowing was perfect for 

his biggest experiment and so the Hargrave and Swaine families worked together to get the 
box kits to the beach. Lawrence tied four in tandem, with a seat below the lowest. Swaine’s job 
was to hold the kites as well as Lawrence, should he become airborne, against the lifting force 
of the wind by means of a block and tackle which was anchored to the beach by two bags of 
sand. The assembled kites then lifted him 16 feet into the air! Lawrence was the first person to 
be scientifically lifted by a heavier than air machine. He calculated the wind speed, his weight, 
the surface area of the kites and was able to demonstrate that these kites, if arranged as the 
fuselage of an aircraft, could take a person aloft with the right power output from a suitable 
engine. Most importantly, the box kites went straight up and sat in the air in perfect stability, 
their three dimensions trapping the air sweetly and securely. The experiment was immediately 
hailed by the aeronautical community. 

Lawrence Hargrave 
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After this he worked on soaring machines which were successful but he needed an engine 
light enough in order to achieve human flight. 
 
The family left Stanwell Park in 1899 and then lived in Roslyn Gardens and later Woollahra 
where he continued with his many inventions. 
 
Lawrence’s only son, Geoffrey enlisted for 
service in WW1. He landed in Gallipoli on 
25 April 1915 and sadly was killed in 
action on 4 May 1915. 
 
In early July 1915 Lawrence was ill and 
was admitted to the Lister Private hospital 
with suspected appendicitis. Doctors 
performed an operation but peritonitis set 
in (bacterial infection) and the doctors had 
to keep him under morphia. Lawrence 
died on 6

th
 July 1915. He is buried in 

Waverley cemetery. He left an estate 
valued at £20,000. 
 
On 3

rd
 August 1940 a large 

monument was unveiled at 
the top of Bald Hill in 
memory of Lawrence 
Hargrave. 
 
Lawrence is still today 
remembered as an 
explorer, aeronautical 
pioneer and inventor. 
 
 

Last Friday, 29 January 

2021, a few Hillcrest 

residents got together for 

a morning tea to 

celebrate Lawrence’s 

121st birthday and to 

reminisce about the man 

and especially his time 

living at Hillcrest. 

 

I would like to thank Chris 

for arranging the morning 

tea and the residents 

that participated. 

 

         Barbara Knox 
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Shrove Tuesday is the day before Lent starts on Ash Wednesday. The name Shrove comes 
from the old middle English word 'Shriven' meaning to go to confession to say sorry for the 
wrong things you've done. Lent always starts on a Wednesday, so people went to 
confessions on the day before. This became known as Shriven Tuesday and then Shrove 
Tuesday. 
 
The other name for this day, Pancake Day, comes from the old English custom of using up all 
the fattening ingredients in the house before Lent, so that people were ready to fast during 
Lent. The fattening ingredients that most people had in their houses in those days were eggs 
and milk. A very simple recipe to use up these ingredients was to combine them with some 
flour and make pancakes! 
 
The pancake has a very long history and featured in cookery books as far back as 1439. The 
tradition of tossing or flipping them is almost as old: “And every man and maide doe take their 
turne, And tosse their Pancakes up for feare they burne.” (Pasquil’s Palin, 1619). 
 
The ingredients for pancakes can be seen to symbolise four points of significance at this time 
of year: 
Eggs ~ Creation 
Flour ~ The staff of life 
Salt ~ Wholesomeness 
Milk ~ Purity 
 
 

Recipe - Makes approx 7 pancakes  
Ingredients  
1 cup flour  
1 1/2 cups milk  
2 eggs  
1 teaspoon vegetable oil  
1/4 teaspoon salt  
 
Directions  
Beat all ingredients until well mixed  
Heat a lightly greased frying pan / skillet and then remove from heat  
Spoon 2 tbsp of the batter and lift and tilt the pan to spread evenly  
Return to heat, brown on one side only  
To remove, turn pan over paper toweling  
Repeat with remaining batter  
 
Serve with jam, maple syrup, sugar and 
lime, the possibilities are endless!  

Shrove Tuesday 

https://www.whyeaster.com/customs/lent.shtml
https://www.whyeaster.com/customs/ashwednesday.shtml

